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Abstract—Recycling will become more and more important in
the future. To fulfill the requirements of a more efficient
recycling process and thus enable an eco-friendly handling of
resources, modern technologies can be used. One of these
modern technology streams is called Industry 4.0. This paper
presents an approach to how Industry 4.0 can be integrated into
recycling processes, resulting in Recycling 4.0. Electric vehicles
and their traction batteries are used as an example. To enable a
more efficient disassembly and recycling of these traction
batteries, information about the battery is exchanged along the
supply chain. A key issue is the development of a marketplace
to exchange the information. Another topic is the connection of
a robot to the information marketplace. On the one hand, the
robot can get information from the marketplace for decisionmaking in the disassembly of traction batteries. On the other
hand, the robotic system is capable of analyzing the condition of
the battery, so it is also possible to transmit information from
the robot to the information marketplace.

Index Terms—Industry 4.0; intelligent systems; Internet of
Things (IoT); recycling, information marketplace, sustainability

I.

referred to as battery), as the main part of electric
vehicles, needs a separate recycling process. EoL of an
electrical vehicle does not necessarily mean that the
battery has no life span anymore. Depending on the state
of health (SoH), the battery can be reused for another
vehicle, or be transferred to a second life application.
Which second life application it can be exactly used for
depends also on the SoH of the battery. Moreover, the
recycling and reuse of batteries is not the only challenge.
Information and Communication Technology (ICT),
integrated driving assistant systems and new materials are
also a game changer in the recycling process [3]. In order
to tackle this problem optimized processes are needed.
These processes should be designed to be more data- and
information-driven. This will facilitate dealing with the
increasing complexity, which arises due to the high
product variety. One approach to solve this is already
presented in Predictive and Flexible Circular Economy
Approaches for Highly Integrated Products and their
Materials as Given in E-Mobility and ICT, constituting an
information marketplace as one possible solution [4].
This paper broadens the approach by expanding it and
describing the foundation necessary to achieve an
advanced recycling ecosystem.
The research project Recycling 4.0 will map the
technologies of the Industry 4.0 (also known as smart
manufacturing or industrial Internet of Things) to the
topic of recycling. In Industry 4.0, machines, devices and
robots are connected to exchange data and information
with each other in the field-level of a factory and with
higher-level devices (e.g. monitoring and controlling
devices). It is also possible to provide information across
different sites as well as to communicate with smart
products. Since Industry 4.0 technologies are made for
information exchange between the different systems in a
production system, the Recycling 4.0 project also aims at
an information exchange between the systems in a
recycling environment. All actors in a supply chain
should participate in this information exchange profitably.
This will lead to more efficient recycling, as currently
one of the major challenges in the recycling area is the
lack of information, which would be tackled. Industry
4.0 technologies can help to overcome this lack of
information. To summarize, the goal of this paper is to
answer the following research question for the recycling
area:

INTRODUCTION

Our society is currently in a phase of rethinking and
transition. Climate change is one of the dominant topics
nowadays. One of the main objectives of the Paris
Agreement is to limit global warming to 1.5°C [1].
Moreover, following the resolution adopted by the
General Assembly of the United Nations on 25th
September 2015 [2], sustainable consumption and
production patterns are one main aspect of the sustainable
development goals as a part of the United Nations
Agenda 2030. In order to achieve this goal, we need a
turnaround in energy and mobility policies.
Currently, electro-mobility is seen as one great
opportunity for an ecological paradigm shift in
transportation. Electric vehicles do not need oil or gas as
a fuel and can at least in theory drive completely carbon
neutral (if the energy consumed is gained entirely from
renewable sources). However, an often forgotten point
here is the question of what happens to the individual
components (in a car) when they reach their End-of-Life
(EoL) Especially the traction battery (hereinafter
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How can the lack of information be tackled in a
feasible and transparent way, including all relevant
actors while increasing the process efficiency?
The next section presents the background, starting with
the baseline situation in the recycling domain and
depicting current challenges. It is followed by the
scenario which provided the foundation of this research.
The overall approach to tackle the problems identified is
laid out in detail in section 3. A final conclusion
summarizes the results and gives a perspective on further
research in the authors’ project group.
II.

disassembly process of cars and the recycling or reuse of
parts, begins a decade after production. In this time
period, a lot of information, like disassembly instructions,
information about constituents (raw material composition)
of parts and much more are lost. Furthermore, describing
the actual condition is a huge challenge for dismantling
factories. Currently, the dismantling factories suffer
mostly from a lack of information. It is often cheaper to
shred a vehicle completely instead of a time consuming
(and thus costly) manual dismantling and condition
description.
All in all, we can say that the information flow breaks
up after the production period. This leads to the fact that a
lot of information is missing in the processing period and
consequently the recycling process is inefficient and
expensive. Both together are in conflict with the
Sustainable Development Goals mentioned before.

BACKGROUND

This section explains the baseline situation within the
actual processes and later shows the scenario we
considered in this project. Furthermore, we discuss the
current challenges in the recycling domain. Finally, we
end up with our scenario to demonstrate our research
challenges.

B. Scenario
As there are many possible actors and different
scenarios possible in the whole recycling sector, we
consider a particular scenario and stakeholders in the
project. In our scenario, an electric vehicle is produced
by the OEM and his suppliers, used by a customer and is
dismantled and recycled at the end of its usage period.
Today there is not much information exchanged between
the different processes. Fig. 2 visualizes the processes
along the supply chain. Each process generates specific
information and needs specific information to fulfill its
task, so generated information in one process can be
useful for other processes. For example, the OEM has
some technical documents about the car, which can be
interesting for the dismantler. Because modern cars have
computer technology built in, it is possible to estimate the
actual condition of the car while it is in its usage period.
The owners of the car might be interested in this
information because they want to know how much the car
is worth or when the car would need a repair service. Of
course, the information is useful for the other actors, too.
But it is difficult to exchange the information: Not all of
the information is digitalized yet and if it is digitalized,
the information is described in different data formats. A
common interface is needed.
Many problems associated with the recycling of
batteries are based on an inefficient disassembly process.

A. Baseline Situation
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the current manufacturing
process as well as the usage and processing period, all
individual process steps displayed in an abstract way.
Explaining the whole vehicle lifecycle in one process
is ambitious; thus, this overview is not complete. Indeed,
it is sufficient to describe the most important process
steps. The supply chain of a vehicle consists of different
suppliers, who produce different parts for the Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The OEM forms the
end of the supply chain and produces the vehicle. The
supply chain and the information flow from the different
suppliers to the OEM are normally well defined and
efficient. However, the information flow often
experiences a break with the delivery of a vehicle to the
customers. Customers use the vehicles for several years
and often pass them on to each other. The usage period is
the longest period of all and often lasts over decades.
During this time, the production process changes almost
completely, new vehicles and requirements emerge, and
the composition of raw materials and technologies used is
often also altered fundamentally.
Production period

Supplier

OEM

Usage period

Resource mining
and processing

Customers

Recycling
or
reprocessing

Dismantling
factory

Production

Use

Dismantling

Recycling

Information

Processing period

Fig. 1. Abstract overview of the individual process stages of a vehicle

Fig. 2. Current processes in an automotive supply chain

The processing period does not begin until a vehicle
has reached the end of its service life. Normally, the

Currently, there are ample inhibitors regarding the
disassembly process, which have to be overcome for the
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successful economic feasibility of concepts on an
industrial scale (see Table I).

some research barriers. This paper explores the following
research questions in detail:
• What could an information system look like?
• In which way can the actual recycling process
contribute to and profit from an information system?
• How can different actors participate in an
information system?

TABLE I: IDENTIFIED PROBLEMS IN DISASSEMBLY PROCESSES
Inhibitor
Workforce
Process

Product

Information

Connectors

Logistics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aspects
Cost
Qualification
Flexibility
High planning costs
Low level of technology
No optimisation
Low average utilization
High number of variants
Variety of product conditions
Material diversity
Requirements
Part history
Components
Location of valuable parts missing
Variety of connection technologies
Disassembly-ability
Damaging risk
Cost
Transparency

The information system consists of the following parts:
an information marketplace and an advanced disassembly
system. The information marketplace is at the core of our
approach to improve information flow. All the other
stakeholders and components in the whole recycling
process can access information from the marketplace. In
order to maximize the potential of recycling batteries, an
advanced disassembly system is required. This advanced
disassembly system does not have to be entirely
autonomous but also needs access to a huge amount of
data and information for optimal functionality. The
following subsections answer the research questions and
present our approach to handling the challenge of the lack
of information via an information system.

For battery recycling, the risk in transport, storage and
handling entails extensive complications due to the
hazardous materials of the battery itself [5]. Efficient
automation and mostly autonomous machine operation
can drastically reduce the number of planning
requirements and therefore improve cost-efficiency of the
overall process. Today´s situation is shaped by
unconnected nodes within the value chain, both on the
material and on the information level. The digitalization
of recycling processes includes the use of advanced
sensor technology, distribution of information and the
application of machine learning models based on the
collected data. The objective of an ideal disassembly
process is an economically feasible vertical range of
disassembly, general cost-efficiency and homogenous
separation of materials.
Automation could be a big leap forward for the
disassembly process of electric cars. Advanced
autonomous technologies such as the ones used in
Industry 4.0 require a huge amount of data and
information for efficient decision-making. Apart from
recycling, batteries also have in most of the cases a
second life application. Currently, finding a suitable
second life application is an expensive process. One of
the main challenges hindering efficient autonomous
recycling and reuse of traction batteries is the lack of
information exchange in this sector. The transparency of
market prices and information about core availability are
beneficial by-products of a holistic information exchange
concept.
III.

A. What Could an Information System Look Like?
The main idea of our approach is to connect every
stakeholder via an overall information system. The
essential question is how to design an information system
which is on the one hand as open as possible to connect
every stakeholder and on the other hand secure. Further
we consider the question of how to motivate the
stakeholder to join such a system and use it.
Our approach for this is an information marketplace.
An information marketplace is a special form of an
electronic marketplace, just like amazon or eBay, but
with the focus on trading data and information [6], [7].
Such a marketplace is also an incentive for a stakeholder
to provide information as they would be able to earn
money with it. The difference between data and
information is the level of processing. Based on the
Information pyramid and the work of Russel Ackoff,
information is on a higher level and therefore higher in
value [8], [9]. Further we have to differ between
particular kinds of information and data. On the one hand,
we have real time data/information, values that are
constantly changing and updating, and on the other hand
non-real time data/information [10]. The second is rather
a complete, self-contained data set or information.
Our information marketplace is a flexible platform
with different characteristics for the different
stakeholders. In an abstract form, we have two main
kinds of stakeholders:
• The information provider: A person who is in
possession of relevant data or information and is
ready to sell it.
• The information consumer: A person who needs
information or additional data.

OVERALL APPROACH

As mentioned above, the main challenge in the
recycling sector is the lack of information. To handle the
lack of information we suggest an information system to
link the stakeholders and for the information exchange.
But in order to have such an information system there are
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of the design of a secure, but open platform, data integrity
and quality. Details about the special challenges with

regards to the information marketplace can be found in
our previous work [11].

Sells data

Buys data

Buyer

Transmits data
User app
Collects data about the users
car and stores it in the
storage option selected by
the user

Car
Generates
data

Sells data

Robot

Scenario






User of the car->

Seller




Buys data

Seller decides to collect the state
of the health (SOH) of the car´s
battery and sell it.
Seller stores some data on the
smartphone
And stores other data in the cloud

The data can be posted for selling
on the data marketplace
Buyers can buy data
Sellers get money for the data
Buyers and the robots get direct
access to the data depending on
the storage option they selected

Fig. 3. Information marketplace in context of the specific scenario

Fig. 3 shows the information marketplace in the
context of our scenario. As you can see, the stakeholders
can be both machine and human. In our specific context,
this is very important because most of the relevant
information cannot be provided by humans, but only
directly by the machines or cars. Here the information
provider collects data from the cars via a user application
and directly sells the access to the data via the
information marketplace. In this case, the data consumer
is a dismantling enterprise which needs the data to
disassemble the battery. Thus, relevant data is
information about the current state of the battery
(important for humans) and disassembly instructions
(important for the robot). Both will be discussed in more
detail in the following two subsections.
The main goal of our marketplace is to provide a
system, which is on the one hand as open as possible for
every stakeholder but provides on the other hand a secure
environment and especially data privacy. For this we
provide an infrastructure with various storage options, so
that the providers can store their data directly in the
marketplace, or in their preferred option. In the second
case, the marketplace will just provide a data stream for a
secure data exchange. The marketplace is only the central
contact point for a more efficient recycling ecosystem
(comparable to the Apple App Store or the Google Play
Store). Further, the marketplace provides some services
which simplify the overall process. An example for these
services is the metadata service. This service analyses the
data set and supports the consumers to describe and sell
their data set in an easier way.
Compared to other data marketplaces like the IOTA
Data Marketplace1 or streamr2, we focus more on data
1
2

sets and information and not just real time data. The
Recycling 4.0 information marketplace provides a whole
infrastructure, for different providers and consumers,
which can be humans and machines.
B. In Which Way can the Actual Recycling Process
Contribute to and Profit from an Information System?
In the current situation of dismantling enterprises,
consistent information management processes throughout
all relevant stakeholders are not yet established. To be
beyond the scope of mere disassembly, Recycling 4.0
aims to take the entire EoL value chain into account.
Being both information source and sink, the depicted
process of disassembly marks a key element within this
complex environment. The inefficiency of the
disassembly process as described in section 2.2 is a main
reason for low quotas in component reuse,
remanufacturing or value preserving. However, the
process’s potential to contribute helpfully as an active
element of an information system is immense, e.g.
regarding the estimation of profit and environmental
benefit by better decision-making [12].
As displayed in Fig. 4, a fully transparent disassembly
process needs to operate with a huge variety of different
forms of information.
Apart from the actual product information, process
information is a relevant factor in all feasibility decisions.
Several relevant pieces of information are not immanent
to the disassembly process chain and must therefore be
integrated from external sources. Market information,
technical documentation and disassembly process
instructions are not present in most dismantling
companies, albeit their significance to the overall
profitability is definite. Apart from being a sink of
information, the disassembly process also uncovers
various sources. The generated information or the

Cf. https://data.iota.org/
Cf. https://streamr.network/
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component conditions can be evaluated in disassembly
for the first time. This data provides possibilities to
formulate quality classes (see [13]), e.g. for value
prediction and lifecycle-assessment analyses.

information potential regarding product quality is unique
compared to other elements of the EoL value chain, as
disassembly marks the first step of physical assessment of
parts. The actual, overall product condition and
Collection of the endof-life product and
documentation for
disassembly

Inspection and
assessment for
disassembly
feasibility

Physical
disassembly

Assessment of
disassembled
components

Parts to be :
-reused
-remanufactured
-recycled

Process
immanent,
sourced
information

• Product name
• Type of product
• Shipping documents

• Disassemblability
(technical)
• Product variation

• Disassembly process

• Visual condition of parts
• Functional integrity
(reusability)

• Transferred component
information for
customers
• Contact data

Generated
information /
information
potential

• Contract data from core
sales (e.g. prices)
• Logistics information
(transport, geographical
market density)

• Actual product
condition
• Actual weights
• Disassemblability
(economical)

• Disassembly experience
• Process data
• Knowledge about
previously unvisible part
structures
• Valid methods of
disassembly
• Valid process times
• Cost of disassembly

• Actual component
condition
• Data relevant for
lifecycle-assessment
(e.g. by OEM)
• Value prediction

• Quotas of reuse,
remanufacturing and
recycling
• Profit generated from
the process

Relevant
external
information

• Potential vendors of
end-of-life products
• Lifecycle data

• Information regarding
economic viability
(prices, sales) for
specific materials and
components
• Technical
documentation
• Hazardous substances

• Disassembly sequence
• Disassembly grade

• Market prices for
materials and
components
• Potential purchasers

• Actual purchasers

Fig. 4. Information across the disassembly process

An external information system could fill the role of an
information-broker within the recycling value chain by
providing key actors, such as dismantlers or core brokers,
with the information needed for their processes.

Recycling 4.0. This particular system is able to
automatically communicate with the information system.
Within the disassembly system, artificial intelligence
methods, such as deep neural networks, process both the
internal information of the disassembler and the available
knowledge from the information system to autonomously
predict the value of regained components or recyclable
materials. Based on those predictions, the system makes
decisions regarding the optimum level of disassembly and
the overall feasibility of the operation (if there are no
customers for certain components or the material prices
are very low, the disassembly process might not be viable
at all). Relevant information about the product which is
not available due to OEM regulations may be substituted
by sensor information and image recognition.
Furthermore, even product structure and disassembly
sequences can be learned by the system and may be
offered through the marketplace functionality of the
information system with a common ontology [14]. By
realizing these possibilities of generating additional
revenue by offering selected information to other
stakeholders, the overall attractiveness of recycling
electric vehicle batteries and even other products can be
further optimized.
A fundamental benefit of data integrated disassembly
is tackling the root cause for the lack of information. By
mining the process information from positive, actual
disassembly operations, additional data validation for the
marketplace integration becomes obsolete. The real value
of the information, however, cannot be assigned easily, as
the amount and variety of data are too large for a manual
evaluation. In this particular point, the market principles

Contribution

Disassembly system

 Technical documentation
 Lifecycle data
 Market information (e.g.
prices)
 Process information

Profit






Product and component conditions
Economic feasibility
Value prediciton
Validated process knowledge
R-quotas

Fig. 5. Recycling 4.0 concept of information exchange between the
disassembly system and the information system

Moreover, every stakeholder creates certain pieces of
information during their activities which may be
distributed to other stakeholders in need of this certain
knowledge. Following this principle, the architecture
conceptualized in Recycling 4.0 establishes a system of
information exchange between all stakeholders and
especially between the central information system and the
disassembly process (see Fig. 5).
In order to maximize the potential contribution of the
disassembly process to such a system, an autonomous
robotic disassembly system is developed within
©2020 Journal of Communications
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will lead to the establishing of prices by supply and
demand. In order to prevent future inadequacies, it is
important to continuously provide all available data
equitably.
More specific information about the detailed concept
of the disassembly system and its working principles will
be given in future publications of Recycling 4.0.

interested in the SoH to decide whether the battery can be
used in a second life application or should be recycled. A
previous work has already examined the possibility of
reading the SoH of an electric vehicle battery and the
connection to a cloud to create a digital twin of the
battery [16]. The next step is to use OPC UA for sending
information about the car to the AdressSpace of the
server.
1) Connection between the car and the information
system by Use of OPC UA
The use of OPC UA for a connection between a
vehicle and an information system is not a new idea.
Oksanen et al. [17] describe the use of OPC UA for
monitoring a combine harvester. An OPC UA device was
connected to the CAN bus of the harvester, collecting
information about the machine and the harvesting process.
The monitoring tool was able to connect to the OPC UA
device and read the information. However, there is a
difference between the monitoring of a combine harvester
and the connection of a car for recycling purposes: the
harvester is owned by a farmer and the same farmer is
also the owner of the monitoring software. Only the
farmer has access to the monitoring software, so no third
party has access to the data. In contrast to the connected
harvester, in a Recycling 4.0 system more than one actor
will access the data. Since the car owner has the right to
decide about his or her car data, there is the need of an
incentive to share the car data with the other actors. This
is the reason for the design of the information system in
the Recycling 4.0 project as an information marketplace.
Actors offering data on the marketplace will make a
profit out of it.
Fig. 7 suggests an architecture in which a car owner
makes a profit for sharing the car´s data. A smartphone
app can be connected via Bluetooth to the car. It reads
recycling-relevant data from the car and writes it to the
OPC UA server, resulting in an updated digital image of
the car. When the car reaches the end of its life, a recycler
is interested in this digital image. The recycler requests
an access for this digital image. After the successful
payment of the required price the recycler will get an
AccessToken from the information marketplace. The
information marketplace acts as an AuthorisationUnit.
With the AccessToken, the devices of the recycler are
able to access the digital image of the car. A part of the
price the recycler paid is forwarded to the car owner. Fig.
7 gives only an overview of the concept of the
architecture. In the final system it will also be possible for
the other actors to send data to the digital image of the car
and to make a profit for the data provision.
2) Results of the car connection
As depicted in Fig. 7, a smartphone was used as an
OPC UA client to establish a connection between the car
and the OPC UA server. The implemented smartphone
app was connected to an On-Board Diagnostic II (OBD II)
Bluetooth adapter. Though Allande et al. [18] show how
to get parameters of the electric vehicle battery of a
Nissan Leaf by use of OBD II, it was not possible to

C. How Can Different Actors Participate in an
Information System
This section will tackle the problem of the
heterogeneity of the different actors along the supply
chain. The heterogeneity is also one of the main problems
which should be solved by Industry 4.0 technologies.
With Industry 4.0, the different machines, devices and
robots are connected with a common interface. One of
these common interfaces is the platform-independent
standard OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA).
Communication between the systems and devices
follows either the client-server model or the publishersubscriber model [15]. Physical objects, e.g. different
devices and their components, are described in a so called
AddressSpace. A client can browse this AddressSpace,
read values of the objects or write to these objects. It is
also possible to subscribe to data, call methods, trigger
events, etc. In the Recycling 4.0 project the AddressSpace
contains a car and its components, a digital image of the
car is created. The values of the car and its components in
the AddressSpace are set along the supply chain and even
in EoL, when the car gets dismantled by the recycler.
Here, the robots and devices of the recycler can analyze
the condition of the car´s components and save it to the
digital image. Of course, it is also possible to read the
digital image. In this case the dismantling robot can read
specific values of a car´s components to decide if it is
worth dismantling it as described in 3.2.
AdressSpace
Car

OPC UA

Component 1

OPC UA

Component 2
...

OEM

Robot

OPC UA

Car itself

Fig. 6. AdressSpace connects different actors to the cars’ digital image

Fig. 6 shows the idea of using OPC UA in the
Recycling 4.0 project. All actors have access to the digital
image of the car. One special actor is the car itself.
Modern cars are full of sensors and small computers. An
electric vehicle with an intelligent battery management
system is able to determine the state of health (SoH) of
the electric vehicle battery. The car recycler might be
©2020 Journal of Communications
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retrieve SoH data in a standardized way for different
vehicle manufacturers. To show that the approach
presented in this chapter works, the catalyst performance
of a vehicle with combustion engine was measured,
which can be retrieved by OBD II in a standardized way
across different vehicle manufacturers. The smartphone
OPC UA client sent the data to the digital image of the
car, which is stored in the AdressSpace of the OPC UA
server. A dismantling robot which also has OPC UA
functionality can access this AdressSpace and read the
digital image of the car. However, there is not much
information relevant to the recycling process, like the
SoH of an electric vehicle battery, which can be read by
OBD II. The authors recommend including this
recycling-relevant information in vehicle diagnostic
standards to enable a more efficient recycling of electric
cars.

already possible to sell data via the marketplace and use
some basic services, e.g. meta-data analysis.
Smart robotic systems and automation strategies in
connection with such architectures as the presented
marketplace are able to contribute beneficially to the
overall economic and ecological attractiveness of the
recycling process. The active transmission of actual
component states and validated process knowledge can
enable a credible EoL value prediction strategy through
vertical integration of information models and data flow.
Intelligent cars provide specific information which is
of particular interest for the disassembly and recycling
process at the end of the car life. The information is saved
to a digital image of the car. We have shown and
implemented a technical concept of how the connection
between the car and the digital image can look like,
though it was not possible to read data directly from a
traction battery via OBD II without any custom hacks.
However, the information is obtainable, which we were
able to analyze by using an advanced CAN-Logger in a
Volkswagen E-Golf. Based on this, the authors
recommend including more information specific to
electric cars (and therewith battery recycling relevant
information) in vehicle diagnostic standards, like OBD II.
Even so, through the information marketplace, robots for
the disassembly of the car and the traction battery are
able to access the information needed. A better decisionmaking computation enables the recycling process to
become more efficient.
The project is still in progress, but the results of this
paper already show that the approach is realizable. In the
next steps, we will improve the information marketplace
as well as the disassembly system and establish a
common data standard.

AdressSpace (OPC UA Server)
Digital images of cars

Offer car data
for price x

MIC ROSOF T CORP ORATION

AccessToken required

1.Request data access
2. Get AccesToken

1. Write data to digital image
2. Get profit from marketplace

M IC ROSO FTC ORPO RAT IO N

1. Get access with AccessToken
2. Read car data

Smartphone
(OPC UA Client)

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Read car data
(e.g. via Bluetooth)

The authors declare no conflict of interest.
Robot (OPC UA
Client)

Car

AUTHOR CONTRIBUTIONS

Fig. 7. Architecture concept overview

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented an approach to tackle
the lack of information within the recycling domain.
Motivated by solutions and approaches from the field of
Industry 4.0 we provide a holistic approach for an
information exchange architecture between all different
actors along the entire supply chain of a traction battery.
An information marketplace was developed as a
platform for the central point of the information exchange.
With the help of the marketplace it is possible to buy or
to sell information or data sets relevant to the recycling
process. Hereby the marketplace serves in particular as a
central contact point; hence, all the stakeholders together
form an improved recycling ecosystem. The marketplace
is still work in progress, but in its present state it is
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